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The peripheries of large, busy airports are banal and socially inactive spaces. However, as 
cities expand, airports find themselves ever closer to residential and commercial areas. 
The edge of the airfield, therefore, emerges as a critical interface between the airport and 
its surrounding neighborhoods.

AirScape proposes a solution: a 700-acre public landscape distributed across vacant land 
around the periphery of O’Hare Airport. Airscape comprises a series of recreational, 
ecological and operational environments connected by trails that, together, form a ring-
like buffer around the airfield. In addition to typical park programs that can be used by 
local residents, airline passengers on extended layovers and airport employees, special 
zones are dedicated to mitigating some the environmental impacts of air travel, such as 
acoustic and air pollution. Other spaces host the current operations of the airfield, 
ranging from animal habitats and bird detention zones to snow banking. In other words, 
the park creates a new, hybrid edge between the airport and its context. Ward 41

It’s no surprise that the peripheries of large, busy airports are banal and socially 
inactive spaces. However, as cities expand, airports are finding themselves 
closer and closer to residential and commercial areas. The edge of the airfield 
therefore emerges as a critical interface between the airport and its surrounding 
neighborhoods. AirScape is a 700-acre public landscape on vacant land on the 
periphery of O’Hare Airport comprising a series of recreational and ecological 
environments connected by trails that together form a ring-like-buffer around the 
airfield. In addition to typical park program that is used by local residents, 
passengers on extended layovers and airport employees, special zones are 
dedicated to mitigating some the environmental impacts of air travel, such as 
acoustic and air pollution, while other spaces host the current ecologies and 
operations of the airfield from animal habitats and bird detention zones to snow 
banking. In other words, the park is a hybrid space, working at the level of a 
recreational; ecological and operational space within its context.
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*1

Northside Neighborhood Entrance

*3 Northside Neighborhood Entrance
Willow Creek Rest Stop

*4 Solar Field

*8 Parking
Trails
Map
Information Booth
Public Toilets
Vending
Train and Plane Spotting

*5 Bio Fuel Production Area

*6 NW Neighborhood Entrance
Quiet Zone

*7 SW Neighborhood Entrance
Bike Parking / Rental
Clean Air Garden

*9 Rest Area
Dog Run

*10 Apiary

NE Neighborhood Entrance
Airport Entrance
O’Hare Transfer Metra Station
Future Car Rental Facility
Future People Mover to Airport Terminals
Bike Parking / Rental
Parking

Animal Habitats (Llamas / Goats)
Wildlife / Biologist Research Station
Public Toilets
Vending
Picnic

Air Forest
#WindyCity*11

Birds Eye Perspective 
The master plan identifies 11 spatial zones that are connected by 10 miles of trails (jogging; biking; walking) that 
also link the park into the surrounding neighborhoods (Rosemount in the east and Bensenville in the south west) 
and to other transportation networks and public spaces close to the airfield. Airscape is not only conceived as a 
public amenity in and of itself but as a larger planning agent that invigorates the aesthetic, civic and cultural possibil-
ities of large scale infrastructural landscapes. 

*2 Animal Habitats: Zoom
Since 2013 and as part of its sustainability program, O’Hare 
Airport has used goats and llamas to trim grass at the airport. 
Shelters and pens accessible to the public are provided so the 
animals can stay on site as well as a wildlife research center, 
where the full time biologists that work at the airport can moni-
tor the airfield; conduct field tests; tag and treat stray animals 
and birds and manage other safety concerns.

*1 Quiet Zone: Zoom
In keeping with O’Hare’s promise to manage construction 
debris created as a result of the O’Hare Modernization 
Program (OMP) on site, rubble from the configuration of the 
last parallel runway on the Northside of the airfield is compact-
ed to create a solid landmass, while carved out voids are 
designed and programmed for a range of public uses. It is 
hoped that the thickness of the landmass provides insulation 
from the noise of planes that take off and land on this side of 
the airfield. 

*11 Air Forest: Zoom
Given the extent of traffic in and out of O’Hare, poor air quality around 
the airfield is a serious concern. Polluted air is channeled through and 
filtered by a field of clean air diffuser posts producing the effect of an 
artificial forest.  A super graphic  in the form of #WindyCity is legible 
from overhead planes and organizes the surface and occupation of the 
space on the east side of the airfield.
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